Throughout the world, the name ThyssenKrupp BILSTEIN is
synonymous with innovation and high-tech engineering in the shock
absorber market. With production facilities throughout the world, the
company supplies products for the complete spectrum of damping
applications. In addition, the name BILSTEIN has for many decades
been closely associated with the most advanced technology in the field of suspension design,
driving comfort and safety. In order to expand this position in the future, BILSTEIN became a
division of ThyssenKrupp Technologies AG in 1988 and a wholly-owned subsidiary in 2005.
The partnership and co-operation within the group will enable the company to continue to inspire
with innovations in the traditional BILSTEIN way.
On top of this, ThyssenKrupp BILSTEIN has for many years now been a much sought-after
partner in the motor sports and tuning sector. ThyssenKrupp BILSTEIN is an operative business
unit in the Components Technology business area.

Northeast Modified Lites, Inc. building superior products,
company integrity, and sterling customer service has been in
business for more than 20 years building lightning chassis race
cars in Laurel, DE. Dedicated by providing products of
exceptional quality and workmanship, Northeast Modified Lites
maintain fair and competitive pricing structures striving to attain the highest level of professional
integrity to ensure the longevity of professional company relationships with suppliers, associates,
and most importantly, their customers.
Northeast Modified Lites Inc, 33124 Old Hickory Rd, Laurel, DE 19956
(302) 875-2235, http://NORTHEASTMODIFIEDLITES.COM

nXs have been racers since 2002 and proud to be the Ohio area Pro
Chassis dealer. nXs specializing in GSXR motors, providing
quality components at the lowest possible price. None for their
quality GSXR harness for more than 10 years working with many
of the chassis and engine builders. You will not find a better
quality wire harness trim service. nXs can shorten GSXR harness
for most applications which hill climbing bikes, ATV, rail buggies,
razors, mini sprints, mini indy cars and more.
With room to grow nXs operations is located in N.E. Ohio in a state of the art 5000 square foot
building, with capabilities to support all your machine and welding needs. With expert staffing
nXs install motors and can build entire cars if needed.
We also from time to time sell other racers cars here on our web site. As you visit us and
purchase from us and become a loyal customer to us we will try and give you price breaks as
time goes by. Of course we cant give away things but we will try to help the loyal customer.
We have tons of car parts in stock, also GSXR 1000 motorcycles, GSXR 750 and 600 motors
and bike parts for sale. Things mod lite and dwarf car racers do not use..Such as Gas tanks, forks,
sub frames, fenders, rims, calipers, brakes, handle bars, lights, electrical parts and much more.
Please ask us if you need any GSXR bike parts from 2002-2008.
Thank you kindly for your time and we hope to be of service in the future for any of your racing
needs. Shop hours are 10:00 am to 5:00 pm EST Monday - Friday. From time to time you might
catch us in the shop later. Saturdays we race and Sunday we rest and clean up after races and
spend time with the family.
We are located in in the town of Hanoverton, Ohio...Our phone number is listed above. Our
email is nxs_motorsports@yahoo.com and fax is 330-222-7064.

Velocity Racecars focuses on building high quality mod lites and dwarf
cars. They also make all parts in house and can be bought at the track.
Please contact ahead of time so they can make sure to bring what you
need at the track. For questions about parts or chassis contact Jimmy:
515-205-1258, velocityracecars@ gmail.com

In 1995, AERO Race Wheels, located in Estherville, Iowa, was established by current owner
F.L. "Skip" Miller on the conviction that this company and its
dedicated staff could provide higher quality wheels designed
specifically to endure the tough requirements and conditions of
the racing industry. Most importantly, the wheels needed to be
manufactured and marketed while maintaining an affordable price structure. Since then, we have
become the largest premier steel racing wheel supplier and our product line speaks for itself. It's
not an understatement to say that we have made our mark in the racing community in just a short
time.
AERO wheels can be seen accessorizing the locals at the dirt and asphalt tracks across the
nation, as well as a majority of the teams on the Sprint Cup circuit. In fact, since November 2nd

of 1997, AERO’s 59 Series NASCAR wheel has won more Cup, Nationwide and Camping
World Series races than all other brands combined.
We put our customers first and we appreciate the loyalty the racer's have for our company. We
are willing to work with anyone who has a question or a problem. The only way to stay on top is
to listen to the people putting us there. Everyone here at AERO welcomes your comments and
thoughts. Thank you for using AERO Race Wheels, your support is greatly appreciated.
For more information call 888-895-2376 or contact us via e-mail info@aeroracewheel.com.

Schaeffer Racing Oils are specially formulated to
reduce friction and wear, increase engine efficiency
and extend the life of high performance gasoline
engines, including those that are turbocharged. Our
racing oils are blended from the finest high-viscosity
index, solvent-refined, severely hydro-finished, 100%
paraffin base stocks available. This provides our products with:






Excellent Thermal Stability
High Lubricity
Excellent Resistance to Oxidation
Excellent Film Strength
Low Volatility Characteristics

Blended into our base stocks are a highly specialized performance additive package and a proven
shear stable viscosity index improver, providing our racing oils with a host of additional
performance advantages.
THE OIL MEDICS WORKS WITH TRUCKERS TO IMPROVE FUEL MILEAGE AND
INCREASE ENGINE LIFE. WE USE THE MOST UP TO DATE TECHNOLOGIES TO
BRING YOUR TRUCK UP TO ITS FULL POTENTIAL. WE DO THE BEST TRUCK 3
AXLE ALIGNMENT IN THE STATE OF TEXAS!
Contact The Oil Medics and get special racers rates just by placing the Oil Medics logo on your
car. 707 synthetic oil special $77.04 per case, purchase five cases for free shipping.
http://www.theoilmedics.com/schaefferracing.html

Officials of the BILSTEIN Modified Lite STARS Championship Tour are
pleased to announce the signing with Ignite Racing Fuel. Ignite is a family of
ethanol blended racing fuels from NBD LLC. Ignite is 100% American and
green, allowing your racer to run smoother, with additional power, increased
torque, acceleration, and lower cost.
Ignite Racing Fuel President Jay Berry stated “that Ignite provides racers
with the best high octane American racing fuel at competitive prices, while
protecting the environment. Ignite is specifically formulated ethanol racing

fuels for various engine, fuel/air delivery systems and compression ratio combination. Unlike
pump E85, Ignite fuels are consistently blended with the same ratio of ethanol to denature in
every gallon.”
Ignite Racing Fuel has agreed to provide our Modified Lite STARS drivers with a reduced racers
fuel cost:
55 Gal Drum 114 Octane ethanol:
55 Gal Drum 108 Octane ethanol:

Retail $230.00 or $4.18 per gallon
Retail $225.00 or $4.09 per gallon

Plus shipping
Plus Shipping

You can contact Ignite Racing Fuel at:
765-603-1951
2950 W Delphi Pike, Marion, IN
www.igniteracingfuel.com

As a young man Lynn worked on the family farm and soon
realized he enjoyed working on mechanical equipment. In
1979 he started Knepper repair out of the family garage.
Over the years the business has grown to where he now
employees 10 people. Lynn's wife Jackie and son Alan are also an Integral part of the family
business. For 35 years now Knepper repair has been providing quality sales, service and
accessories for the ATV, UTV, Side-by-Side, Snowmobile, Quad and Motorcycle enthusiast no
matter if its winter, spring, summer or fall. We help you enjoy all the seasons no matter winter,
spring, summer or fall! We are centrally located in the beautiful laurel highlands just minutes
from many snowmobile and dirt bike riding locations, two state parks and just15 minutes from
either 7 Springs and Hidden Valley. We are just a short 1 hour drive from Pittsburgh, or in 1 1/2
hours you can be here from Altoona, Morgantown or Winchester. So come visit us.
**Sunday's - When there's snow on the ground during the snowmobile season we tend to be
open on Sunday's after church! (Call first)
Knepper Repair, 1315 Indiantown RD, Somerset, PA 15501
814-445-2499
www.kneppersrepair.com

Today, Hoosier Racing Tire Corp. is the largest race tire
manufacturer in the world and all Hoosier race tires are still proudly
"Made in the USA." The company continues to be privately owned
and operated by the Newton family, co-founder Joyce Newton along
with many of the Newton family members remain actively involved in
the day-to-day operations of Hoosier. Hoosier has grown to be one of the largest employers in Plymouth,
Indiana producing over 1000 different types of race tires. The company has its own 300-mph test wheel; a
technology center; state-of-the-art, fully-integrated production facilities recently adding a high-tech mixing
plant, with enough capacity to produce not only for Hoosier Racing Tire, but to have the ability to produce
rubber for additional entities; not to mention a model sales and distribution network in Lakeville, Indiana
which others seek to emulate.

The official tire for the Modified Lite STARS Tour is the Hoosier STARS plated 205/60-13, 215/60-13 soft and
215/60-13 medium tire.
36805STARS

205/60-13 STARS SOFT

Retail cost $104

36810STARM

215/60-13 STARS MED

Retail cost $104

36910STARS

215/60-13 STARS SOFT

Retail cost $104

Release mid 2016

235/60-13 STARS MED

Retail cost $104

Extreme Motorsports and
Eliminator Race Cars are
dedicated to the building,
tuning, and maintenance of
high performance two and
four stroke race engines. Although you may not realize it, we are a small race shop allowing for
superior customer service and support, as well as for constant innovations in that "never ending"
search for performance. I will try to answer all questions and fix all problems myself. Although
you may believe your case is special, you would be surprised how many other people out there
have had the same questions and problems. I have been building high performance two and four
stroke engines for jet skis, dirt bikes, quads, mini sprints and mod lites for 25 years, currently we
tend to focus more on mod lites.
Extreme Motorsport, 2775 North Linden Ave, Zanesville, OH 43701
PHONE (740) 455-3338 FAX (740) 454-6942
tracyfritter59@sbcglobal.net

Velocity Racecars focuses on building high quality mod lites and dwarf
cars. They also make all parts in house and can be bought at the track.
Please contact ahead of time so they can make sure to bring what you
need at the track. For questions about parts or chassis contact Jimmy:
515-205-1258, velocityracecars@ gmail.com

Superior Race Cars is committed to being the best
manufacture provider in the industry. We are uniquely
positioned with an entrepreneurial mindset. Our management
team has several years of combined experience in all sectors
of the racing industry. Our agility and flexibility allows us to
respond to the needs of our customers and stay on the leading edge of available technology. Our
company is built on a reputation of reliability and results, and we are committed to providing
personal service from the first contact through the final result. Superior Race Cars has new and
used cars for sell. We at Superior Race Cars can put you in the winner’s circle as well! For
information call Hoop at 1-724-681-7137

Ferguson www.ferguson.com is the nation’s largest
distributor of residential and commercial plumbing
supplies and pipe, valves and fittings (PVF).
However, their expertise goes beyond plumbing. They are a diverse distributor that spans
multiple businesses including HVAC/R, waterworks and industrial. In the past 63 years, they’ve
grown from a local distributor to an $13 billion dollar company with more than 1,400 locations
and over 22,000+ associates nationwide.

Bicknell Racing Products got its start when Pete
Bicknell was in High School building his first racecar
as a shop project. More than 30 years later, the St.
Catharines, Ontario Chassis manufacturer has
developed into the industry leader with state of the art equipment and facilities.
Pete and his wife Nancy along with partners Randy & Tracey Williamson built BRP from
humble beginnings to the current location that boasts 20,000 square feet of manufacturing and
retail space. Combine that with a larger Niagara Falls (NY) Retail and Warehouse location –
BRP supplies Southern Ontario/Western New York customers in addition to an always growing
dealer network.
Bicknell Racing Products CNC Mills and Lathes, fully equipped welding shop and CNC bending
capabilities allow BRP to meet the needs of most any customer - specialize in “rush” type work
for all customers from the smallest local wine producers to some of the biggest construction
projects in the universe. It’s not uncommon to stop what we are doing and put 3 guys and 3
machines on a panic job for someone who is suffering from a broken part causing them costly
downtime.
For further information on Bicknell Racing Products or to find a dealer near you, call Canadian
Sales at 905-685-7223, Manufacturing/Machine Shop at 905-685-4291 or US Sales at 716-2857502. Visit BRP on line at www.bicknellracingproducts.com, on Face Book or live at
twitter.com/bicknellracing.

